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IMX e4100 Multi-Screen Mobile Video Transcoder/Gateway Overview

The demand to watch video from anywhere is growing rapidly. Consumers are no longer watching videos just from TV.
Today, people are watching videos from PCs, tablets and smart phones. This presents an increasingly challenge to
providers who want to offer videos in multiple formats to different devices and screen types. The IMX e4100 is the
perfect video transcoder/gateway that is cost effective and has the ability to deliver multiple streams to different
devices simultaneously. The e4100 is able to support mobile devices, tablets, PCs and TVs all at the same time, while
eliminating the need for multiple video headends. The e4100 gateway enables your video headend to meet today’s
video streaming requirements while having the ability to fulfill future video streaming requirements.

Mobile Video Streaming Support

The IMX e4100 video transcoder/gateway enables providers to offer mobile videos to subscribers via cell phones in
addition to set top boxes and PCs. The e4100 is able to work with IMX e4090 video processor and rest of
MatrixStream IMX IPTV streaming products to deliver amazing videos to iPhones, Android smart phones and other
mobile cell phones that are capable of supporting streaming videos.

Optimized for Internet Video Streaming

IMX e4100 video transcoder/gateway is designed from ground up to support streaming videos over the public Internet.
IMX e4100 is optimized to deal with all the issues associated with Internet such as network traffic congestion, traffic
bursts and packet drops.

MatrixCloud Digital Video Recording Support

The IMX e4100 is capable of supporting network digital video recording by utilizing the the MDVR (MatrixCloud Digital
Video Recording) optional add-on feature.

Intelligent Multi-bitrate (IMB) support

MatrixStream e4100 transcoder/gateway fully support IMB out of the box so customers can experience the best live
TV experience regardless of bandwidth conditions. MatrixStream IPTV products will automatically adjust bitrate
consumed based on the overall network condition and bandwidth availability.

Support Subscribers on Multiple Platforms and Devices

The IMX e4100 enables any IPTV provider to deliver videos to subscribers on multiple devices and platforms. It does
not matter if the subscriber is at home watching videos on TV via set top box, on the laptop or on his/her smartphone.
IMX e4100 is able to work other IMX IPTV servers to deliver the video at the best quality possible. The IMX e4100
enables the IPTV provider to provide the ultimate video watching experience anywhere.

Eco-Friendly Design and Cost Savings

The IMX e4100 is designed to be eco-friendly. Additionally, IMX e4100 enables IPTV providers to save deployment
costs by minimizing space and power requirements at data centers.
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g Key Features

Technical Specifications

Support
Warranty

Input/Output Ports

Dimension

Weight

Environmental

Power

Safety

Custom support plan available
Standard 1 year hardware and software

6 x 1 Gbps Ethernet ports

17” (W) X 14.5” (D) X 1.75” (H) 19” 1 RU rack mountable
front/back

25 lbs. 30 lbs with shipping box

Operating Temperature: 0 degree to 40 degree C
Humidity: 0% to 90%, non-condensing

Single 600 watts power supply, 110-230VAC

Emissions: CSA, CE, UL.

Model No

MatrixCast
Servers

IMXe4100 - IMX e4100 Multi-Steam Video Gateway/Gateway
IMX-MDVR-UL - MatrixCloud Digital Video Recorder add-on

IMXM2200-MCP - Service provider middleware server
IMXe4090HD-H264 - IMX e4090 Processor with HD encoding support
IMXi2410-MCP- Live TV MatrixCast streaming server
IMXX1i-MCP- Live TV solid state MatrixCast streaming server

- Video Format Input: Mpeg-2 TS

- IP Stream Input: Unicast
Multicast

- Audio Input: AC-3
Mpeg-1 Audio
2 Channel Digital Audio
5.1 Channel Digital Audio

- Video Format Output: iPhone
Android Smartphone
iPad/iPad 2
Android Tablet
Standard Definition TV

- Audio Format Output: AC-3
AAC-LC
AAC-HE*
2 Channel Digital Audio
6 Channel Digital Audio

- Output Frame Rate: 5 to 30 fps

IP network

MX 1100 PC Viewer

- Output Video Resolution: 80x64 to 720x480 (NTSC) or 720x576 (PAL)

- Concurrent Streams Supported: Up to 8 depending on video resolution

- Centralized Management: Remote manageable via IMX M2200

- Intelligent Multi-bitrate (IMB) support: support multiple SD and Mobile bitrates

- Mobile and OTT (Over the Top) support : Automatically transcode to mobile and PC SD
resolutions for highest quality OTT videos.

- MatrixCast Fast Channel Changing: Average less than 1 second depending on
Internet latency and MatrixCast enabled.

- Intelligent Multi-bitrate (IMB) support: support multiple SD and Mobile bitrates

- Bitrate Regulation: Matrixcast Internet Optimized

- Pre-processing: Video Deinterlacing

- Bitstream Output Format: Multicast over private network
MatrixCast over the Internet
iPhone HLS adaptive stream
Android adaptive stream*

* Future firmware upgrade

MatrixCast

iPhones

Android/iPad Tablets Android Phones

IMX M2200 Middleware Server

IMX X1i Live TV Streaming Server

IMX X1v VOD Streaming Server

IMX e4090HD Video Processor

IMX e4100 Video Gateway
MX 2 HD STB


